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About Magoosh's GRE Visual Vocab
Flashcards For Bookworms

Did you know that our brains process images 60,000
times faster than text? Or that 90% of information
transmitted to the brain is visual?

If you have a strong vocabulary and are just looking
to brush up on a few extra words, these visual vocab
cards of the 16 most difficult common GRE words
may be exactly what you need!

Quiz yourself on the given word by using the "word"
side, then use the "image" side and the
accompanying  written definition when you're
stumped, which will help you reinforce the definition
faster than text alone. Read on for instructions on
how to print the flashcards.



GRE Visual Vocab Flashcards:
One-Sided Printing Instructions

Pro Tip: Flashcards printed single-sided on regular paper +  a guillotine paper
cutter + a laminator = an awesome set of GRE Visual Vocab Flashcards!
(Flashcards are found on pages 5-20.)



GRE Visual Vocab Flashcards:
Two-Sided Printing Instructions

If your printer allows for two-sided printing, make sure margins are set to zero and then
select two-sided printing option along the long side (flashcards are found on pages 5-
20). 

Consider using card stock paper to prevent the ink from bleeding through and a
guillotine paper cutter for the best results.
Follow the instructions on the previous page to change the margins to zero.
When the printer prints out the page, pick up the printed page exactly as it came out
from the printer, then flip it around by its long side (not the short side!). Place the
page back in the paper slot/tray for the printer with the blank side up.
In the print dialogue, change the page number to be of the next page in the flashcard
set. After the second page is printed, print the third page on a new piece of paper and
repeat.

If you can only do double sided printing manually, follow these instructions:

1.

2.
3.

4.





Avaricious Acrimony

Demur Calumny





Gainsay

Harangue Galvanize

Enervate





Lambast Intimate

Prescience Parsimonious





Torpor Profligate

Venality Upbraid


